« With the increasing number and performance
of instruments related to brain imaging technologies (e.g., EEG, fMRI), there is a growing risk that
the protection of one’s private life and personal
information will be challenged. »
« Further tangible future applications include
adapting advertisements to consumers’ preferences
after reading their minds and gaining access to
90
and taking advantage of health
data and intimate
thoughts.»

Chapter 9

Crossing mind barriers
A precautionary approach to
neuroenhancement strategies
Charles Dupras*, Linda Jäger, Nakita Frater, Despoina Goniotaki

«Man is not going to wait passively for millions of years before evolution offers him a better brain. (Cornelius E. Giurgea”)»

the

some of the novel brain interven-

brain has traditionally incorporated

tions developed in recent decades

biochemical, electrophysiological and

might even result in the enginee-

psychological methods to discern the

ring of “super-brains” that might, for

molecular, electrical and behavio-

example, possess pseudo-telepathic

ral bases of the brain’s function.

powers to remotely control machines

The main goal was – and remains

or other humans. Thus, the cognitive

– to understand brain physiolo-

abilities of our brains are a central

gy and pathology to prevent or treat

preoccupation of “transhumanism” a

diseases. To that end, a wide range of

concept coined by the biologist Julian

pharmaceutical drugs, brain stimula-

Huxley in 1957 that describes how

tion technologies and even gene

human capacities might be extended

technologies have been developed.

beyond what would be considered

Scientific

research

on

the “normal functioning” of body
Ultimately, it is predicted that the

and mind (Bostrom 2005). Although

applications developed from such

such a scenario today resembles a

technologies may extend well

view of the future in a science fiction

beyond therapy and participate in

novel, the potential of using emerging

human neuroenhancement.

technologies
In

a

futuristic

to

enhance

human

beings has already raised a panoply

perspective,
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of concerns that stimulated scientific

scientific perspective many years ago,

and socio-ethical debates.

and they have come to be collectively

The first part of this chapter
explores

traditional

and

known as “adaptogens” (Brekhman

modern

and Dardymov 1969).

strategies that enhance our cognition
and our psychology (which we refer

Adaptogens are both socially and

to as “neuroenhancement”) and that

ethically

accepted

across

the

globe, despite the fact that many

range from substances as common

of them, when misused, can have

as coffee to today’s “smart drugs”,

severe and harmful side effects.

brain stimulation technologies and
genetic or epigenetic engineering. The

With the emergence of modern

second part of this chapter consists

science, we

of a discussion of the risk-benefit

synthesize

with an emphasis on why implemen-

tory

can be ethically sensitive.

perception,

Drugs as enhancers

themselves

mood,
and

modulate

consciousness,

behavior

include

isolated in 1855 from the leaves of
the coca plant and had become a

“better”

frequently used stimulant in some

Broad-spectrum

natural

that

amphetamines. Cocaine was first

have always searched for ways

plant-derived

with

substances such as cocaine and

It seems that human beings

“smarter”.

substances

compounds

alertness

and

new

neuro-enhancing properties. Stimula-

ting such innovations in our society

render

able to isolate

and purify natural substances – and

perspective of neuroenhancement,

to

are

countries,

compounds

including

the

United

States, by the beginning of the 20th

for increasing neuro-functioning –

century. For instance, it was used in

such as Ginseng, Passion Flower,

the formulation of the early version

Hippophae and coffee – have been

of Coca-Cola. Amphetamines were

a full part of medical practice in

chemically synthesized in 1927 and

various cultures for centuries. The

were initially used to treat asthma.

effectiveness of these neuro-enhan-

Their stimulatory effect was soon

cing herbs in improving concentration

noticed, and their use ranged from

and alertness was confirmed from a

diet pills to anti-fatigue drugs, popular
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in treating narcolepsy and in lengthe-

Giurgea paved the way for

ning the attention span of soldiers

the

during World War II.

acceptance of neuro-enhancing drugs

In the late 1960s, the potential

development

and

increasing

(Rose 2006).

for the abuse of amphetamines

Although

“stimulants”

are

and cocaine was recognized, which

the most well-known nootropics,

fostered further research that aimed

broad

to replace both substances and that

are

led to the development of the first

term. This classification current-

generation of synthetic psychotropics,

ly includes metabolic agents (e.g.,

including neuroepileptics, antidepres-

creatine, carnitine), herbs and plant

sants and anxiolytics. However, those

extracts (e.g., Bacopa Monnieri, St.

psychotropics were soon abandoned

John’s Wort), dopaminergics (e.g.,

due to their unpleasant side effects,

Modafinil, Ritalin, Adderall), nutrients

and were replaced by second-gene-

(e.g., choline, creatine), eugeroics

ration drugs known as “smart drugs”

(e.g., Modafinil, Adrafinil, Nuvigil)

or “nootropics” – from the Greek

and racetams

words noos (mind) and trepein (turn,

Keating 2009; Sulzer 2005). Despite

change) (Giurgea 1972). Nootropics

their usefulness in treating disorders

are a class of psychotropic drugs that

such as narcolepsy, Alzheimer’s and

affect learning ability, concentra-

Parkinson’s diseases, in addition

tion and memory. They protect the

to

brain from injuries (both physical and

disorder (ADHD), the mode of action

chemical) and have no sedative or

of many nootropics remains elusive

toxic effects. The first nootropic drug,

(Mondadori 1994; Mondadori 1993).

Piracetam, was synthesized in 1964

spectrums
classified

attention

of

under

substances
the

same

(Garnock-Jones and

deficit

Substances

such

hyperactivity

as

the

by Dr. Cornelius E. Giurgea with the

narcolepsy drug Modafinil (Provigil®)

intention of enhancing brain function

– also called “Brain Viagra” – were

(Giurgea 1982). By advocating that:

so effective that they became popular
within certain work communities (for

“Man is not going to wait passively

instance, night-shift workers and

for millions of years before evo-

students) (McCabe 2005; Gerrard and

lution offers him a better brain”,

Malcolm 2007). Even Hollywood has
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recognized their “usefulness” and

applications. However, in the movie

expanded the possible scenarios of

Transcendence (2014), Hollywood has

“future generation” drugs. Built on

recently picked up on scenarios that

the urban myth that we commonly

might arguably be possible, challen-

use only a small portion of our brain

ging our perception of where human

capacity, films such as Limitless

beings end and machines begin.

(2011) or more recently Lucy (2014)

The significance of this field,

have taken the possible effects of

which aims at understanding the

magic pills to an entirely new level.

neural connectivity of the brain, is also

Both movies portray neuroenhan-

highlighted in the array of consortiums

cement as alluring, creating “super

and projects on the topic launched in

humans” with outstanding cognitive

recent years. Between 2012 and 2014,

abilities.

the Human Connectome Project,
the Human Brain Project and the

However, these movies also raise

BRAIN initiative were launched. The

important socio-ethical issues,

objective of the first project is to

including the abuse of power in

provide a network map of the normal

Limitless and the fear of losing

brain.

what makes us human in Lucy.

The

second

project

uses

computer simulations to increase
our understanding of brain function.

Brain stimulation technology

Building

on

previous

knowledge,

the third and newest project aims at

Neuroenhancement strategies

“accelerating the development and

are not limited to “magic pills”.

application of innovative technolo-

Cutting-edge technology also in-

gies” related to the brain (Bargmann

cludes both invasive and non-in-

and Nesome 2014).

vasive

brain-controlled

ma-

chines.

The

non-invasive

technologies

used today are represented by

Until

recently,

the

actual

“trans-cranial

current stimulation”.

gies was considered too futuristic
and/or beyond the scope of realistic
into

their

stimu-

lation” and “trans-cranial direct

implementation of these technolo-

deliberations

magnetic

They

possible
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consist

essentially

of

non-invasive

techniques

activity recording techniques, such

(electro-

des on the scalp) that transmit

as

electroencephalography

small magnetic fields and electrical

and functional magnetic resonance

currents to specific regions of the

imaging

brain to increase or decrease neuronal

are mainly used for brain-computer

activity in the stimulated area. These

communication and, to date, have

techniques are used to treat psychia-

come to play an important role in

tric disorders, depression, post-trau-

neurological rehabilitation (Dalv and

matic stress disorder or schizophre-

Wolpaw 2008).

(fMRI).

These

(EEG)

interfaces

nia, Parkinson’s disease, and epilepsy

One of the most mature – and

(Rossi 2009). In addition to their

largely known – brain stimulation

therapeutic use, they have been

technologies is the Cochlear implant,

shown to enhance cognition, selective

which transforms sound waves into

attention (Gladwin, den Uyl, and Wiers

electronic signals and stimulates the

2012) and working memory (Fregni

auditory nerve to transfer information

2005). Other techniques, including

into the brain. Various artificial retinas

“deep brain stimulation” and “neural

have also been developed. Typical-

prosthetics”, involve technological

ly, these are connected to a small

implants inserted into the brain and are

external computer (an “exocortex”)

therefore more invasive. Deep brain

that processes the electronic informa-

stimulation requires the implanta-

tion captured by the artificial retina

tion of an electronic device into the

and sends it to the visual cortex of the

brain in combination with medication

brain for detection. Further applica-

to

palliative

tions of the technology involve neural

solutions to severe disorders, such

implants that relay voluntary motor

as obsessive-compulsive disorder,

signals to prosthetics or computers

Tourette syndrome, Alzheimer’s or

to

Parkinson’s diseases (Rabins et al.

(Collinger 2013; Yanagisawa 2011).

provide

curative

or

correct

movement

disorders

2009). The most promising methods

During the last decade, the

may be the so-called “brain-machine

production of safer and more efficient

interfaces” (BMI), which typically do

brain implants, improved surgical

not require deep surgical implantation

procedures that render the insertion

into the brain. BMIs are based on brain

of deep brain stimulation devices
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reversible, and a number of success-

ment is intended, genetic enginee-

ful therapeutic trials have fostered

ring technology is necessary, at

the potential to apply this type of

least for now and according to our

technology, for example, to memory

best knowledge. The most recent

enhancement (Bell, Mathieu, and

decades of biological research have

Racine 2009). Much like the “magic

generated a large amount of informa-

pills” are becoming the norm in

tion on the human genome that may

certain communities, we anticipate

indeed be of interest in developing

similar success for these brain-sti-

more permanent neuroenhancement

mulating technologies.

strategies in the future.

Genetic engineering

The growing knowledge about the
genes involved in human cognition has led to novel treatments

The interest in neuroenhan-

to restore neurological func-

cement through the use of “magic

tions to be tested in humans.

pills” or brain-machine interfaces
is growing significantly. Neverthe-

For instance, one of the first

less, as the pharmacological and

successful (2011) gene therapy trials

technological interventions described

in neurobiology was the treatment

above imply, these strategies have

and cure of choroideremia, which

been developed to alter somatic

causes

and phenotypic traits, as opposed to

age

this reason, they can typically only

Notably, when this gene was knocked

by these means is not permanent

out in mice, the animals exhibited

over the long term and cannot be

short-term memory loss, failing both

transmitted genetically to offspring.
–

and

memory loss (Pavlopoulos 2013).

neuroenhancement that is achieved

trans-heritable

Macdonald,

found to be involved in age-related

is often required. In other words, the

–

(Benjaminy,

gene named rbAp48 was recently

frequent repetition of the treatment

permanent

in

Bubela 2014). Moreover, the human

temporarily fix an abnormality, and

a

blindness

males from childhood to middle

germinal and genotypic traits. For

When

successive

novel object recognition tests and

and

various maze experiments. When

neuroenhance-

the gene was reintroduced, the mice
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could remember new objects better

during embryogenesis, fetal de-

and find their way out of the mazes.

velopment and early life – or by

Such genes are foreseen as future

reversing

the

“epigenetic

pro-

gramming” that occurs through

candidates for restoring or enhancing

DNA-reversible modiﬁcations – we

cognitive functions.

might have found novel oppor-

As a complement to genetic

tunities to optimize one’s future

research, epigenetics – the study of

health.

how the environment influences the
expression of our genetic background

Despite the documented efficien-

without inducing any changes in

cy of the abovementioned trials in

the DNA sequence – has also been

treating rare neurological disorders,

shown to play a key role in neurolo-

genetic and epigenetic engineering

gical processes and behaviors. It has

in humans remains in its infancy.

been observed that maternal interac-

However, the increasing knowledge

tion with offspring in rats might alter

regarding our genome, in combina-

the expression of a specific gene in

tion with the array of novel genome

the offspring by modulating DNA

editing techniques, offers hope for the

methylation – a chemical reaction that

development of strategies that may

occurs in DNA strands (Weaver 2004).

possibly reverse detrimental innate

Different levels of methylation in this

genetic traits or acquired epigenetic

specific gene were found to influence

variations programmed by adverse

the animals’ stress response in

early-life conditions. Given that these

adulthood. Similar studies in humans

technologies appear to be effective

have

associations

for therapeutic purposes, they also

between early-life conditions (such

hold great potential for enhancing

as stress and social adversity) and

cognitive abilities in the future.

the

also

revealed

epigenetic

programming

of

gene expression by DNA-reversible

Socio-ethical issues

modifications that affect psycholoWith these advancements in

gical health in adulthood (McGowan

neurobiology and the potential for

and Szyf 2010).

neuroenhancement

they

entail,

certain ethical and social issues are

These ﬁndings indicate that, by
modifying the living conditions
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emerging. The first issue involves

larger consequences for society, as

medical

commonly

we discuss below. For this reason,

acknowledged that the clinical risks

it is important to the subsequent

– unwanted side effects or unantici-

regulation of their use to consider

pated future outcomes to patients

how these technologies can impact

and research participants – must be

not only the health of individuals but

minimized. The great complexity of

also human life and the common good

the brain makes such interventions

more generally.

safety.

It

is

very sensitive. Before we implant
an electronic device into someone’s

For instance, privacy and conﬁ-

brain, for instance, there should be no

dentiality issues are emerging and
should also be addressed.

other alternative remaining, and the
expected benefits should be signifi-

With the increasing number and

cant and highly likely.

performance of instruments related

However a risk-benefit analysis

to brain imaging technologies (e.g.,

that is grounded only in a clinical and

EEG, fMRI), there is a growing risk

therapeutic mindset may be insuffi-

that:

cient in addressing :

« the protection of one’s private

« the larger societal risks that we

life and personal information

face with the appearance of a di-

will be challenged. »

versity of novel neuroenhancement opportunities in our lives. »

For
For
clinical

instance,
risks

of

lowering

example,

mind

reading

devices and research that aims to

the

read intentions or the thoughts of

psycho-stimu-

criminals is steadily gaining interest

lants by developing smart drugs

in the justice system as a supplemen-

with only minimal side effects may

tary tool to assess one’s liability in a

simultaneously lower the threshold

crime.

of benefits that are required for their
acceptable implementation. Hence,

Similarly,

the minimization of their clinical

military

mind-reading

risks may lead to the trivializa-

uses

technology

of
(for

instance, taking information from

tion of their use, which may lead to

someone without his consent for
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reasons of national security) mi-

students and workers are asked to

ght also represent a potential

handle significantly more tasks based

threat to privacy and conﬁdentia-

on their increased productivity and

lity.

efficiency. Forecasting the future of
previously existing trends, we may

Further tangible future applica-

wonder whether the use of cognitive

tions include adapting advertise-

enhancers will remain a free choice.

ments to consumers’ preferences
after reading their minds and gaining

« Indeed, there might be increasing

access to and taking advantage of

pressure to take these drugs to

health data and intimate thoughts.

perform. »

With the development of “mind

This may affect the free and

transferring” technologies – in which

voluntary decision-making process

“individual knowledge” can be stored

that should guide these actions.

in computers – strong concerns

Further, if an increasing number

related to the storage, processing

of people use these drugs to boost

and manipulation of such “sensitive”

their

information are being voiced.

may wonder whether it is fair for the

academic

performance,

we

individuals who do not. If not everyone
For instance, should employers or

has access to cognitive enhancers,

insurance companies have access

disparities in performance according

to this information? Moreover,

to social status will likely be created

might such access lead to discrimination in social security or em-

and reinforced, further increasing the

ployment?

social gap between the rich and the
poor. Hence, we might discuss the

Additionally, issues related to in-

fairness of only certain people having

dividual autonomy and social jus-

the ability to enhance their human

tice might also arise.

capacities, whereas others might not
even have enough resources to reach

With the increasing use of

their “normal” unenhanced human

nootropics to boost learning and

potential.

memory capacity, we might enter

Further macroscopic economic

into a “competition game” in which

issues are also at stake. Indeed, given
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that the healthcare system is already

brain and its connection to machines,

cracking under the insurmountable

we

costs of therapeutic health services:

ourselves

might

increasingly
in

perceive

mechanistic

terms

as being highly determined by our
« is it reasonable to invest so much

body, which these technologies can

in developing neuro-technologies

always “upgrade”. Following such a

and to cover their non-therapeu-

perspective, according to which all

tic use with public funds when we
– as a society – might not be able to

human behaviors may be explained

afford it?

by neurotransmitters and localized
brain activity, which in turn might be

In fact, doing so would lead not

subject to modulation to “improve”

only to an undesirable extra financial

behavior, we might wonder whether

burden on society but also (arguably)

concepts such as merit, motivation,

to another burden on the environ-

courage and, above all, free will will

ment, given that the creation of these

continue to have the same value. In

technologies

substantial

this context, what place would remain

extra energy and materials, which

for individual choice and how might it

are both limited resources. Inversely,

modify the lived human experience?

requires

the contemporary imperatives of a
Moreover, increasingly perceiving

growing economy might be used as a

ourselves as mere biologically

rhetorical justification for increasing

determined ‘automated machines’

the required amount of productivity from individuals (e.g., workers,

– i.e., not influenced by God

students) by elevating their cognitive

or any external spirit – we may well

potential. However, such a race

reconsider what place religion and

for competition and productivity is

more generally spirituality will hold in

endless. Is this how we want to live? We

our societies.

must be aware of both the economic

In

constraints and the pressures of the

sum,

critical

questions

emerge.

economic model we have chosen if we
aim for the ethical implementation of

Do we want privacy and conﬁden-

neuro-enhancers in our society.

tiality to remain important values

With the mapping of the human

in the future?
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Can we accept that our lives

Nonspecific Resistance.” Annual Review of
Pharmacology 9 (1): 419-30.

might be ruled by the pressure of
an endlessly growing economy that

Collinger, Jennifer L., Brian Wodlinger, John
E. Downey, Wei Wang, Elizabeth C. Tyler-Kabara, Douglas J. Weber, Angus J. C. McMorland,
Meel Velliste, Michael L. Boninger, and
Andrew B. Schwartz. 2013. “High-Performance
Neuroprosthetic Control by an Individual with
Tetraplegia.” Lancet 381 (9866): 557-64.

keeps asking for more and more from
each individual? How do we anticipate
or expect to change? Will it be a bodily
or a spiritual change? Will we remain
‘free creatures’? Adopting a precautio-

Daly, Janis J. and Jonathan R. Wolpaw. 2008.
“Brain-Computer Interfaces in Neurological
Rehabilitation.” Lancet Neurology 7 (11): 1032-43.

nary approach to the implementation
of neuroenhancement technology and
finding answers to such questions is

Fregni, , Paulo S. Boggio, Michael Nitsche, Felix
Bermpohl, Andrea Antal, Eva Feredoes, Marco A.
Marcolin, Sergio P. Rigonatti, Maria T. A. Silva,
Walter Paulus, and Alvaro Pascual-Leone. 2005.
“Anodal Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation
of Prefrontal Cortex Enhances Working Memory.”
Experimental Brain Research 166 (1): 23-30.

essential to appropriately prepare for
its effect on our human and cultural
identity and on what we think of and
how we interact with other people.

Garnock-Jones, Karly P. and Gillian M. Keating.
2009. “Atomoxetine: A Review of Its Use in
Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder in
Children and Adolescents.” Paediatric Drugs
11(3): 203-26.
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